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On the occasion of the new season,  

SANTA presents a collection of home textiles inspired by the Mediterranean and made with a sustainable mindset. 

The collection offers unique designs with a minimal aesthetic and bold expressions  

that make reference to the unique landscape of L’Empordà,  

the northmost region of the Catalan coast.



Founded by Josep Vicens and César Carcaboso in 2019,  

the brand has been offering distinct home textiles  

from Barcelona ever since.  With a big focus on sustainability,  

the designs are made of organic cotton and the production  

takes place either in Barcelona or in Portugal,  

a region with a well-known history in textile production.



The core collection is composed of a series of three bed linen sets and a guests-stars pillow covers. 

These designs are inspired by different visual and tactile elements in the coastal landscape  

of L’Empordà, an area that is close  to the heart to the founders  

because it’s the place where they’re from.  

A common reference in today’s lifestyle trends, the Mediterranean culture is especially relevant for 

Josep and César and feels genuine throughout the collection and brand experience.

THE COLLECTION



100% ORGANIC COTTON 

NEUTRAL BACKSIDE 

MADE IN PORTUGAL 

ONE SIZE 

DUVET COVER - 240 x 220 cm 

PILLOW COVERS - 50 x 60

ANKAA
BEDDING SET 

BEST SELLER



100% ORGANIC COTTON 

ARTISANAL EMBROIDERY 

MADE IN BARCELONA BY LOCAL ARTISANS 

ONE SIZE 

PILLOW CASE 50 x 50 cm

ATRIA
PILLOW COVER 

BEST SELLER



100% ORGANIC COTTON 

NEUTRAL BACKSIDE 

MADE IN PORTUGAL 

ONE SIZE 

DUVET COVER - 240 x 220 cm 

PILLOW COVERS - 50 x 60

BEDDING SET 

ALIIOTH



50% ORGANIC COTTON 

50% ORGANIC LINEN 

ARTISANAL EMBROIDERY 

MADE IN BARCELONA BY LOCAL ARTISANS 

ONE SIZE 

PILLOW CASE 50 x 50 cm

ADARA
PILLOW COVER 

NEW



100% ORGANIC COTTON 

NEUTRAL BACKSIDE 

MADE IN PORTUGAL 

ONE SIZE 

DUVET COVER - 240 x 220 cm 

PILLOW COVERS - 50 x 60

ACRUX
BEDDING SET 



“SANTA LIVING WILL MAKE YOUR DREAMS BETTER”

“ALL YOU NEED TO SLOW LIVING”

“A PALPABLE BOND BETWEEN TRADITION AND AVANT-GARDE”



The unique aesthetic and impeccable expression of the brand  

has allowed them to establish themselves as a well-known niche brand  

with a national and international following as Japan, Korea, UK and Europe. 

As a brand, they often collaborate with other creatives to build narratives in line  

with their vision. Apart from press features in international magazines such as  

Architectural Digest, Numeral, Metal, TimeOut, Neo2 or Arquitectura y Diseno. 

Santa has participated in international design events and fairs.  

Their products are sold by stockists in Spain, Italy and the UK.



“A sustainable practice is mandatory in this day and age.  

Santa is a way for us to honour our home land,  

so it makes sense that we take this really seriously.  

We produce as close to home as possible, taking into account  

the standards of quality that we aim for.  

We design our products so they can last for many years, and  

we choose our suppliers with that in mind too.” 

Says César Carcaboso, Founder.



“This collection is a homage to our hometowns.  

We’re both from L’Empordà and we go back there as much as  

we can. When we relocated to Barcelona we realised that  

there are certain elements we miss dearly.  

With these designs we want to bring the nature into our home, 

and we invite others to do the same. The home is a refuge  

from the city, a place for a slower pace, to reconnect with ourselves, 

and nature plays a big part in this process.”  

Says Josep Vicens, Founder.



SANTALIVING.COM

To become a stockist  

and for any other inquiries please contact 

hey@santaliving.com 

@wearesantaliving 

santaliving.com


